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Dear parents, 

 

We hope this newsletter finds you well as we head into the new month of May. 

Bank Holiday and VE Day 75: We sent out a separate email to you all this morning detailing some ways 

that you can, if you wish to, support the children in learning a little more about VE Day and the upcoming 

75th anniversary, as well as signposting some ways that you could continue with home commemorations, 

within this on-going period of lock down and social distancing. We hope you all received this and an 

electronic copy will also be added to the school website, in the newsletters section.  

Learning at home:   We have been pleased again this week to receive emails from many children and 

parents, sending their class teachers and teaching assistants updates on their learning, as well as detailing 

activities and experiences they have been taking part in beyond the work and learning that we have 

provided as a school. We are always delighted to receive work, images and documents, whether 

scanned in or attached. Please do also email across any questions, queries or thoughts on how we can 

further support you and your children with home learning. Many parents and children have already been 

doing this and this ongoing dialogue between teachers, pupils and parents is vital to ensure we can 

provide support, address questions and hopefully give you reassurance and feedback regarding the work 

you are doing at home; we really do welcome this feedback, interaction and collaborative working and 

look forward to receiving more class emails across the coming week. 

We just wanted to reiterate again how much we fully understand this change to home schooling has 

been such an unexpected and major shift for us all. We remain extremely grateful for all that we know you 

are doing at home to support the children in their ongoing learning. As a school our overriding goal 

remains that we continue to work as hard as we can in support of our pupils and yourselves throughout 

this period, providing educational input, support, advice and resources for you all. Please do remain 

assured that skills covered in this home learning time will be revisited, reviewed and consolidated when we 

do return to school so do not feel any undue pressure regarding children falling behind or keeping up. Our 

advice remains that you aim to follow the learning we send out on a weekly basis, but continue to 

balance this with on-going enriching activities, daily exercise, child initiated research etc., maintaining the 

consistency of some school led work ideally being covered every day. If any parents would like to discuss 

any aspect of home learning and how we could support or advise further, academically or pastorally, in 

any additional ways, please do not hesitate to contact me via the school phone or email and I will be 

happy to work through this with you over the phone.   

Birthdays: As we have said, we want to keep everyone as connected to the school as possible in this time 

of enforced absence. Therefore, this week we celebrated birthdays between the 27th April and the 3rd 

May, so Happy Birthday to: Poppy and Ivy! Please visit:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=105O2aVPDPA to see the video. 

 

   We wish you all well and stay safe.     Mr Bolton 
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